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ABSTRACT: Controlling light on the nanoscale in a similar way as electric
currents has the potential to revolutionize the exchange and processing of
information. Although light can be guided on this scale by coupling it to
plasmons, that is, collective electron oscillations in metals, their local electronic
control remains a challenge. Here, we demonstrate that an individual quantum
system is able to dynamically gate the electrical plasmon generation. Using a
single molecule in a double tunnel barrier between two electrodes we show that
this gating can be exploited to monitor fast changes of the quantum system
itself and to realize a single-molecule plasmon-generating ﬁeld-eﬀect transistor
operable in the gigahertz range. This opens new avenues toward atomic scale
quantum interfaces bridging nanoelectronics and nanophotonics.
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propagating SPPs on metal surfaces,21 metallic nanowires,22
and graphene.23
Here, we demonstrate that an individual quantum system,
consisting of a single fac-tris(2-phenylpyridine)iridium(III),
Ir(ppy)3, molecule in a double tunnel barrier between two gold
electrodes (Figure 1), is able to dynamically gate the electrical
plasmon generation in the junction. Depending on the energy
alignment of its electronic levels, the quantum system either
blocks or permits the current through and the plasmon
excitation in the junction.24 Thus, subtle changes of the
quantum system can result in strong variations in the plasmon
intensity. We demonstrate that this highly sensitive gating
works in two ways: On the one hand, it enables following fast
dynamic changes of the quantum system itself by detecting the
excited plasmons. On the other hand, weak external
manipulations of the quantum system allow a dynamic control
of the plasmon generation at its quantum limit.
Speciﬁcally, we use the energy shift of a molecular state
induced by an electric ﬁeld.25 By this means, we realize a singlemolecule plasmon-generating ﬁeld-eﬀect transistor: As soon as
the electric ﬁeld at the molecule surpasses a speciﬁc threshold,
the transistor turns on and the tunnel current between the
source and drain electrode (ISD) as well as the intensity of
plasmons (P) generated in the junction rise by several orders of

lasmons, collective density oscillations of the conduction
electrons of metals, are the key to guide and manipulate
light on the nanoscale.1 The electromagnetic waves arising at
the metal surface, known as surface plasmon polariton (SPP)
modes, allow a conﬁnement to structures far below the
diﬀraction limit of light.2 This can be used, for example, for
extreme light concentration,3 optically operating computer
chips with unprecedented processing speeds4,5 or highly
sensitive sensors.6 Beyond that, there is a growing interest in
studying and exploiting the quantum nature of plasmons,7,8 for
instance, as information carriers in quantum communication
and quantum computing.9−11
Typically, SPPs are excited by coupling incident light via
prisms, gratings, or optical antennas to the plasmons of a metal
surface. While this allows the generation of individual SPP
quanta,8 the diﬀraction limit of the exciting photons remains;
hence, two independently driven plasmon sources require a
distance of several hundred nanometers. This can be circumvented by bringing the plasmonic structure in close proximity
to a localized light source and exploiting its near-ﬁeld.12
However, such plasmon-emitting diodes13−16 and transistors17
contain a multitude of emitting centers and have not been
realized in the single quantum regime yet. An alternative is the
excitation of plasmons by inelastically tunneling electrons in
tunnel junctions.18 Various scanning tunneling microscopy
(STM) studies have shown that such junctions can be scaled
down to the atomic level19,20 and enable launching of
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magnitude. The electric ﬁeld is regulated by varying the
thickness of the vacuum barrier (dvac), that is, the molecule−
drain distance at a constant bias voltage (see Figure 1). Hence,
it is possible to adjust the electric ﬁeld in the junction and the
tunnel voltage independently from each other. In order to
precisely control dvac and measure ISD, we employ a scanning
tunneling microscope working at a temperature of 4 K.
Concurrently, we proﬁt from the fact that the STM tip acts as
an antenna, which converts plasmons excited in the nanoscopic
tunnel junction to photons emitted and detected in the far-ﬁeld
(see Supporting Information, Figure S1).
Figure 2a,b present the measured plasmonic light intensity, P,
and the source−drain current, ISD, respectively, as a function of
the applied voltage, Ubias and the molecule−drain distance, dvac.
In contrast to the convention common in STM studies, the bias
voltage, Ubias, denotes the drain (tip) potential with respect to
the grounded source (substrate). Both data sets in Figure 2a,b
are measured simultaneously by sweeping Ubias at diﬀerent dvac,
with the STM tip positioned above a single Ir(ppy)3 molecule
(Supporting Information, Figure S2). The absolute distance dvac
is determined by the procedure described in Figure S3. As an
example, Figure 2c,d shows a section of P and ISD as a function
of Ubias, and the electric ﬁeld strength (E) in the junction (for
details see Supporting Information). At a bias voltage of ∼3 V,
P and ISD abruptly rise by several orders of magnitude.

Figure 1. Gating of the electrical plasmon generation by an individual
molecule. The gating is achieved by a single Ir(ppy)3 molecule
(magenta) in a vacuum/C60 bilayer double tunnel barrier. The
molecule is contacted via the gold substrate beneath (source) and a
gold STM tip (drain). Above a speciﬁc electric ﬁeld and thus gate
voltage (UG), surface plasmon polariton (SPP) modes are excited by
electrons (blue) tunneling through the junction. These SPPs either
propagate along the surfaces of the electrodes or radiate as light
(yellow beam). The electric ﬁeld and thus the gate voltage are
controlled via the spacing dvac between the molecule and the drain
contact. An equivalent circuit diagram is shown on the right-hand side.

Figure 2. Field dependence of the plasmonic light intensity and the tunnel current through the junction. (a) Color-coded logarithmic plot of the
measured plasmonic light intensity (in kcounts/s) and (b) the source−drain current (in pA) as a function of the applied bias voltage and the
molecule−drain distance. The diagonal lines represent lines of constant electric ﬁeld strength in the vacuum barrier (in V/nm). The insets show the
data within the white dotted rhomboid plotted as a function of Ubias and E and divided by the current at the corresponding switching voltage,
Us(dvac) (in arbitrary units). The small gray rectangles at the bottom mark the section of the plasmonic light intensity displayed in (c) and the
source−drain current in (d) at the minimum dvac, respectively. In (a,b) data are binned over 10 points along Ubias.
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In the following, we demonstrate that the crucial parameter
determining this rise is not the applied voltage but the electric
ﬁeld in the junction. As visible by the white dashed line in
Figure 2a,b, the switching voltage Us(dvac), assigned to the
steepest rise in ISD, shifts linearly with the molecule−drain
distance, dvac. Calculating the electric ﬁeld in the vacuum barrier
(diagonal gray lines in Figure 2a,b; for details see Supporting
Information) reveals that Us(dvac) coincides with a constant
ﬁeld of 2.5 V/nm. The same applies for the gate voltage (UG)
of the transistor (Supporting Information, Figure S4), which we
deﬁne as the potential diﬀerence between the single molecule
and the source, and thus the voltage drop across the C60 bilayer
UG = UC60. The ﬁeld-dependent gating becomes even more
obvious when the plasmonic light intensity and the source−
drain current are plotted as a function of E and Ubias (insets
Figure 2a,b), respectively. In order to account for the
exponential decay of the tunnel current with increasing
molecule−drain distance, the data in the insets of Figure 2a,b
are divided by the current at the corresponding switching
voltage US.
We can rationalize the strong response to the electric ﬁeld by
an analogy to a conventional ﬁeld-eﬀect transistor. In both
devices, crossing of a speciﬁc gate voltage threshold opens a
conduction channel between source and drain. In the following
we show that in our case, however, the conduction channel is
controlled via a particular electronic level of the quantum
system, instead of the density of charge carriers. In this sense,
the mechanism rather resembles a resonant tunneling
transistor.26 We exploit the fact that single Ir(ppy)3 molecules
adsorbed on a C60 bilayer possess an unoccupied state (violet
bar, Figure 3a) close to the Fermi energy of the source
electrode (E0Ir(ppy)3 ∼ −0.5 eV, for details see Supporting
Information, Figure S5). Hence, the energy alignment of the
single Ir(ppy)3 molecules is markedly diﬀerent to the situation
on a C60 monolayer.24 For ﬁnite bias voltages, this molecular
state is shifted by the potential diﬀerence between the source
contact and the single molecule, that is, the voltage drop (UC60)
across the C60 barrier (red bar, Figure 3).
At low electric ﬁeld, the Ir(ppy)3 state still lies above the
Fermi level of the source electrode. In this case, electrons
tunneling from the occupied C60 states lead to an only marginal
tunnel current. However, these electrons cannot provide
enough energy to excite plasmons. When the electric ﬁeld is
increased, for example, by decreasing dvac at constant bias
voltage, UC60 rises. As soon as eUC60 = −E0Ir(ppy)3 (Figure 3b), an
electron from the source electrode tunnels through the source
barrier and charges the single molecule. While the additional
electron occupies the Ir(ppy)3 state, its charge raises the
potential of the single molecule by the corresponding Coulomb
energy and thus inhibits the tunneling of a second electron
from the source. Consequently, this process is quantum-limited.
At the same time, the transistor turns on and opens two
plasmon excitation channels: ① The additional electron can
tunnel farther to the drain electrode and excite a plasmon in the
junction. ② The additional charge on the single molecule leads
to a local band bending27 in the underlying C60 bilayer. This
increases the energy of the electrons in the occupied C60 states,
which now can also tunnel with energies high enough to excite
plasmons. The contribution from channel ② becomes
particularly apparent in constant height STM images. As visible
in Figure 4, the single molecule is surrounded by an oval region
of increased light intensity (Figure 4b) and current (Figure 4c)
that is larger than the spatial extension of the involved Ir(ppy)3

Figure 3. Gating mechanism and density of states of the junction. (a)
OFF state and (b) ON state of the plasmon generation. The adsorbed
Ir(ppy)3 molecule possesses an unoccupied electronic state (violet
bar) at an energy E0Ir(ppy)3 slightly above the Fermi level of the source
contact, EF,s. At positive source−drain voltages, the energy of this state
is reduced (EIr(ppy)3, red bar) according to the voltage drop across the
C60 layer, UC60. (b) As soon as the Ir(ppy)3 state reaches EF,s, it
becomes occupied by an electron from the source electrode and the
transistor turns on. This opens two inelastic tunnel channels ① and ②
that excite plasmons in the junction.

state (Figure 4a). Aside to the molecule, for example, at the
white circle, tunneling through this state (channel ①) is not
possible and all the current passes through the occupied C60
states. As long as the electric ﬁeld at the single-molecule
exceeds a threshold of 2.5 V/nm, however, the single-molecule
remains charged and sustains the local band bending of the C60
bilayer (channel ②). In accordance with this interpretation,
intensity−voltage curves and current−voltage curves recorded
on adjacent C60 molecules next to the Ir(ppy)3 state show a
similar switching behavior as on top of the Ir(ppy)3 state
(Supporting Information, Figure S6). Furthermore, the areas of
increased plasmonic light intensity and current both grow with
increasing bias voltage and decreasing molecule−drain distance
(Supporting Information, Figure S6). Consequently, the
charging state of the quantum system can be monitored by
the intensity of excited plasmons, either directly on top of the
quantum system or indirectly at some distance away from it via
the local band bending in the semiconducting C60 layer.
We note that when using silver instead of gold electrodes
(Supporting Information, Figure S7), the charging of the
Ir(ppy)3 molecule occurs already at a bias voltage of about 1.5
V. At this voltage, the occupied C60 states lie below the Fermi
energy of the drain and cannot contribute to the tunnel current,
even when including their band bending. Thus, in this case
plasmons are exclusively excited via the quantum-limited
channel ①.
In order to determine the time response of the transistor, we
repeatedly switched one single Ir(ppy)3 molecule between its
charged and neutral state by a continuous train of nanosecond
voltage pulses.28 In this experiment, the STM tip is positioned
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frequencies well in the gigahertz range. The described eﬀect
is expected to be applicable to a large variety of other quantum
systems, such as quantum dots or even single atoms, as well as
alternative barrier materials. In fact, the plasmon gating only
relies on the relative alignment of a conﬁned electronic state
incorporated in a double tunnel barrier with respect to the
contacting electrodes. The speciﬁc electronic structure of the
junction thereby determines the number of plasmon excitation
channels that are gated by the quantum system. Therefore, a
skillful choice of the electronic structure of the junction allows
the realization of electronically driven and ultrafast gateable
single SPP sources. It will be the challenge of future studies to
enhance and apply the demonstrated eﬀects in planar tunnel
junction and metal−insulator−metal waveguides. Such quantum interfaces, bridging nanoelectronics and nanophotonics,
might provide new avenues to realize single-plasmon-ondemand sources and to convert electronic qbits into photonic
qbits.
Methods. The experiments are performed with an in-house
built, low temperature (4 K) ultrahigh vacuum (UHV, <10−11
mbar) STM. The samples are prepared under UHV conditions
by repeated sputtering and annealing of either a Au(111) or a
Ag(111) crystal. For the subsequent thermal evaporation of a
bilayer of C60 and a submonolayer coverage of Ir(ppy)3, the
substrate temperature is held at 320 and 240 K, respectively.
fac-tris(2-phenylpyridine)iridium(III) is synthesized and puriﬁed as described elsewhere.24 We have proven its nondestructive evaporation by laser desorption−ionization mass
spectrometry on evaporated thin ﬁlms. As STM tips, electrochemically etched gold tips are used. In the case of the
measurements on a Ag(111) substrate, the tips were evaporated
under UHV conditions with silver.
The photons emitted from the STM tunnel junction are
guided by three lenses surrounding the STM tip to three
independent detectors outside the vacuum chamber. For the
experiments shown here, one of these optical ports is equipped
with an optical spectrometer (Acton SP300i), another one with
a spectrally integrating avalanche single photon counting diode
(APD, PerkinElmer SPCM-AQRH-15). For all given values of
the plasmonic light intensity, an experimentally determined
APD dark count rate of 54 counts/s has been subtracted.
Diﬀerential conductance (dI/dU) spectra and maps are
recorded by using a lock-in technique and modulating the
bias voltage (Umod = 20 mV, f mod = 500−800 Hz). All indicated
voltages refer to the drain (STM tip) with respect to the
grounded source (substrate).
For the time-resolved measurements, a continuous train of
square voltage pulses (tp = 100 ns, UAC
bias = 150 mV, duty cycle
33%) from an arbitrary waveform generator (Agilent M8190A)
is added by a bias-tee to a constant voltage of UDC
bias = 2.85 V and
sent to the tunnel junction. Details can be found in ref 28.
The drift of the source−drain distance (vertical STM tip
position) during the acquisition of the data shown in Figure 2 is
corrected by repeatedly measuring the current on the same C60
molecule several nanometers away from the single Ir(ppy)3
molecule at the same nominal source−drain distance and bias
voltage (5 data points during 2.5 h). The measured timedependent current is then ﬁtted by an exponential function. By
assuming a 1 order of magnitude change in current for a 0.1 nm
displacement, the drift can be estimated from the ﬁtted
exponent. The resulting vertical drift during the data acquisition
of Figure 2 is (−81 ± 5) pm/h. The lateral drift has been
corrected during the measurement, by adjusting the lateral

Figure 4. Spatial and temporal dependence of the plasmonic light
emission. (a−c) Logarithmic plot of constant height STM maps of a
single Ir(ppy)3 molecule on a C60 bilayer on Au(111). (a) Spatial
shape of the chargeable Ir(ppy)3 state mapped by a current image
(Ubias = 390 mV, dvac = 0.4 nm). (b) Plasmonic light intensity, P and
(c) simultaneously recorded current, ISD (Ubias = 3.5 V, dvac = 1.11
nm). The white circle in panels a−c indicate the same position on a
C60 molecule next to the chargeable Ir(ppy)3. The dotted oval in panel
a marks the region of increased current in panel c due to the induced
band bending of the C60 layer. (d) Time-resolved plasmonic response
(yellow symbols, error bars show the statistical error) to a square
AC
voltage pulse (UDC
bias = 2.85 V, Ubias = 150 mV, ⟨ISD⟩ = 10 pA) on top of
a single Ir(ppy)3 molecule. The dashed black line depicts the simulated
trace of an instantaneous emission process considering the ﬁnite
experimental time resolution (for details see Supporting Information,
Figure S8). In panel b, the intensity is binned over 5 × 5 pixels.

at a constant height above the Ir(ppy)3 molecule. The oﬀset
voltage is chosen to lie below the switching voltage (UDC
bias = 2.85
V), while each voltage pulse (amplitude UAC
bias = 150 mV)
enables the charging of the single molecule. Figure 4d shows
the time-resolved plasmonic light intensity (yellow symbols).
For comparison, the dashed line in Figure 4d depicts the
intensity expected for an instantaneous response, considering
the ﬁnite experimental time resolution of 1.4 ns (for details see
Supporting Information, Figure S8). The perfect agreement
with the measured light intensity reveals that both the charging
and discharging of the single molecule occur in less than 1 ns.
Accordingly, the transistor could be driven well in the
gigahertz-range. In fact, we expect that much higher clock
rates might be realizable by using the concepts developed here,
because both the charging of molecules29 and the decay of
surface plasmons30 can occur on subpicosecond time scales.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that an individual
quantum system, consisting of a single molecule, is able to
dynamically control the electrical plasmon generation in a
tunnel junction. This enables both following subtle dynamic
changes of the single quantum system itself via the detection of
excited plasmons, as well as modulating the electrical plasmon
generation at its quantum limit. For the example of a single
Ir(ppy)3 molecule, we have shown that the plasmon generation
can be controlled over three decades with an electric ﬁeld
sensitivity of 11 mV/nm per decade (Figure 2a) and
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STM tip position in between the acquired tunneling spectra to
the highest point on the single Ir(ppy)3 molecule.
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